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Drag and Drop Email Editor (Overview)Drag and Drop Email Editor (Overview)

Read the guide below to find out the core functionality of our drag and drop editor.

Creative - EmailCreative - Email

When creating a new email from the Creative tab, you'll be presented with the two options:
GatorCreator (our drag and drop editor) or GatorMail (our HTML editor). Select GatorCreator
and Create New Email to begin.
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Select a template to beginSelect a template to begin

Once you've selected GatorCreator to build your email creative, this is where you'll begin. There
are four different template areas for you to choose from, as highlighted above. You can click on
each of these tabs to preview the template options available to you.

1. Styled templates - examples of layouts using colour and imagery to help you visualise how
your campaign could look. These are customisable once you select the template, and any
changes you make will not overwrite this example template.

2. Basic templates - examples of templates in grey-scale with placeholders instead of images,
providing you with a blank canvas to build your email creative.

3. Seasonal templates - examples of festive templates available for you to use.

4. Custom templates - you'll find the templates our design team have created especially for
your instance here.

You can click on any of the templates to preview the full design, with the option to scroll, before
choosing. When you have chosen a template you want to start customising, simply click the
'select' button below it.
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Where to beginWhere to begin

The first options you'll be presented with is whether you'd like to 1. run the setup wizard, or 2.
go straight to the content. Please note, the editor is disabled until you have selected an option.

1. Yes, I'd like to run the setup wizard: You'll be presented with a few options to set your
primary, secondary and tertiary colours (we recommend using your company colour palette).

2. No, take me straight to the content: as it says on the tin, get stuck in.
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The setup wizard - select coloursThe setup wizard - select colours

Click on the colours to customise the template according to your palette.

There are four different colour swatch pickers available to choose your colours, as well as being
able to input hex codes, and once you've used the tool more, a recently selected tab. Click
'select' when you've chosen your colour.
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The setup wizard - styling optionsThe setup wizard - styling options

The second step after choosing your main colour palette is the overall style (a bit like CSS). Here
you can select the defaults for page and module colours, font, size and link styles. Once you've
completed this step, you can click 'finish wizard' to start customising your modules and content.
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Content blocksContent blocks

The blocks on the left show the various options you can drag onto the email canvas to build
your creative. Unless marked with a number, the icon depicts the layout of the module.

1. Email links: this is typically used in the pre-header of the email and contains 'view online' and
'send to a friend' links.

2. Social share: this row allows you to link to your social media pages using the official icons.
You can add or remove using the dropdown list within this block.

3. Unsubscribe: this module contains the standardised opt out wording and link.
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Core optionsCore options

1. Content - edit the module you've selected.

2. Block style - edit the style of the module, such as font, colours, padding etc.

3. View the text version of your creative.

4. Preview your creative: with options to view your preview responsively, on desktop and inbox.

5. Your content is automatically saved as you make changes, so you only need to manually save
when you're exiting the editor.

6. Next to save and exit, there is a dropdown arrow which allows you to save what you have
done as a template.

7. On each module you'll see the red bin icon, which allows you to delete that module. Please
note: there is no undo option.

8. The icon allows you to duplicate the module you have selected.

9. You'll also see the option to move the module by dragging it up or down the canvas.

10. If you're editing a module, 'return to blocks' lets you finish editing and return to the main
options.
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Editing core modulesEditing core modules

The options in the section apply to all modules that contain text elements.
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Editing text button block styleEditing text button block style

For the purpose of making it easier to visualise the two background colour options, this module
has been recoloured. Please note: this is not a design, purely to help illustrate controls.

1. Choose between one or two column layout.

2. As illustrated, this is the background colour of the module.

3. As illustrated, this is the background colour of the content, within the module.

4. Controls border settings: border width must be specified for these to apply.

5. Padding controls the margin between the edge of the content and the content itself.
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Editing text button block contentEditing text button block content

Double click on the text to edit the copy and how it looks. Highlight the text to update the
format, such as underline, bold, colour, links and more.

You'll also be able to add tracked links, landing zones, surveys, confirmation opt in, unsubscribe
and view online using the symbols you may be familiar with from using GatorMail editor.
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Social ShareSocial Share

When editing the Social Share module, the left menu will show the options available.

1. Delete row

2. Move up (or left on creative)

3. Move down (or towards the right)

4. Add another network: click here to select the available options.

5. Once you've finished, click return to blocks to continue customising your creative.
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Library BlocksLibrary Blocks

 Library blocksLibrary blocks are draggable modules within GatorCreator that are saved by the user
to a library. Once a block has been saved to the library it can utilised within any email
design in your CommuniGator environment. This now makes sharing block designs
across multiple campaigns a walk in the park!

Where are the library blocks located?Where are the library blocks located?

The library blockslibrary blocks can be found just below the ‘Normal Blocks’ that come shipped with every
GatorCreator template. Please note: if you have a custom blockcustom block, the library will be positioned
just after this.
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How do I save a block to the library?How do I save a block to the library?

To save a library blocklibrary block it has to be located somewhere within your design. When your block is
ready for the library, simply click the icon highlighted below to bring up the ‘Save To Block
Library’ modal.
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Now the pop up modal has opened you need to provide your new library blocklibrary block with a name.
After choosing a suitable naming convention, click the ‘Save Block’ button to store your new
module into the library.

You have now saved your first custom module to the GatorCreator library. This will now be
visible within the ‘Library Blocks’ section.
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Custom BlocksCustom Blocks
Custom blocksCustom blocks are draggable modules within GatorCreator that give you the flexibility to
include bespoke layouts within your email designs.

The custom blockscustom blocks are currently uploaded against a specific template design and can only becan only be
created by CommuniGatorcreated by CommuniGator.

Please get in touch if you’re interested in finding out more.

Where are custom blocks located within my template?Where are custom blocks located within my template?

The Custom blocksCustom blocks can be found just below the ‘Normal Blocks’ that come shipped with every
GatorCreator template (see below).
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Note:
Once CommuniGator has uploaded the custom blockcustom block into your template, the module can then
be dragged anywhere within the design.
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SalutationSalutation

 The drag and drop editor (GatorCreator) allows different salutation fields to be added
whether the data is available or empty. Using an example, if you store the contacts
First Name in the system then you can use the salutation tool to retrieve this data. You
can then enter some default text to show if the contact has no first name, "Hi
Customer" perhaps.

1) Click on the content area where you would like to add the salutation to
2) Click on the yellow speech bubble icon
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1) Salutation Name -Salutation Name - You may choose to have more than one salutation within an email and
each one will need to have unique name. This identifier is for internal use only and will not bee
seen by your contacts.

2) Please select a field-Please select a field- Choose the field that you would like the system to look at.

3) Enter text to display if the field chosen above is not blank-Enter text to display if the field chosen above is not blank- Insert what you would like to be
displayed if the field selected is not blank. This is usually a MergeField of the above field but
occasionally it might not be

4) Enter text to display if the field chosen above is blank-Enter text to display if the field chosen above is blank- Insert what you would like to be
displayed if the field selected does not have data against the contact record, this is the
alternative text.

5) Save and Close-Save and Close- Once you're happy click Save and Close
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When you click on the live preview button that appears at the top right of the editor you will be
able to view where the salutation placeholder appears.

Editing the SalutationEditing the Salutation

1) To amend the salutation highlight the salutation text (highlighted in screenshot above).
2) Click on the speech bubble icon to amend the salutation tool.
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Dynamic ContentDynamic Content

 Dynamic content is used to send one email with different content, imagery and
buttons to the group associated with the campaign, depending on the values stored in
CommuniGator's database. An example of tailoring the content could be sending out a
newsletter displaying articles that are relevant to the recipients job title. i.e. if the job
title is marketing displaying news articles on marketing, if the job title is sales display
only sales article.

1) Insert the content, imagery or read more button for the dynamic content area.
2) Select the icon that looks like a jigsaw puzzle to set your dynamic criteria.
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1) If you're looking to add content to the area that is built up of multiple rules you have the
ability to change the rule from "Any" to "All", Any means that if any rule criteria is meant the
recipient will be able to view the content whilst if you select All they must meet all of the
criteria listed in the rule.

2) FieldField- Select the field that you would like to set the dynamic content around, the field list is
built up of the fields that exist within your Contact Fields. In order for the dynamic content to
work you need to ensure that data is imported into the relevant fields either via a CSV import or
via the integration with your CRM System.

3) Operator-Operator- Select the operator which allows you to narrow or expand the focus of your
search. For example Is equal to is a direct match of your value, whist is like is similar to your
value.

4) ValueValue- Enter in the value that you would like to receive the content. In the above example
anybody who works in the position which is like marketing display the content.

5) Will allow you to create another rule for the Dynamic Content.

6) Allows you to group rules together.

7) Save Dynamic ContentSave Dynamic Content- Will save the dynamic content block
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As demonstrated in the screenshot above you will be able to identify the block that has had
dynamic content applied to it as it is highlighted in a green dashed border and the jigsaw puzzle
will be coloured in in green.

To amend the dynamic content click on the green jigsaw puzzle.
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Event Merge FieldsEvent Merge Fields

 Within GatorCreator you are able to use event merge fields, the merge fields support
our event management system to allow you merge in details directly from the events,
you setup and manage via GatorMail directly into email invites, confirmations and
reminders.

Adding an Event Merge FieldAdding an Event Merge Field

To add an event merge field, select the event merge field drop down menu and select the
required event merge field from the list.

 Examples of Event Merge Fields that can be used:Examples of Event Merge Fields that can be used:

Event Title, Event Location, Event Direction, Managers Details, Event Dates...
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Example:Example:

 The below is an example of the event title being used in a confirmation email.
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Tracked Mailto: LinksTracked Mailto: Links
This article takes you through creating a tracked mailto link within GatorCreator, allowing you to
report on email responses along side your normal website tracking, document links etc...

Step OneStep One

1. Highlight the required click through text
2. Click insert link/mailto link
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Step TwoStep Two

1. 'Hyperlink' tab, this is selected by default
2. Provide the required mailto: address (note: on applying mailto: within the link address bar
the properties of the page will change and display 'Tracked Mail To')

Note for further tracking:Note for further tracking:
It is possible to add further code to the mailto: link to provide not only the address but the
subject and body text; You are able to include spaces within the body text by adding %20
between each word, please see the example below.

mailto:elliott@communigator.co.uk?subject=event
inquiry&Body=I%20would%20like%20to%20register%20my%20event%20interest

3. Select the 'Tracked Mail To' check box
4. Provide your 'Link Description'
5. Click 'Insert'

Note for non-tracked links:Note for non-tracked links:
The 'MAILTO' tab struck out in the image above and below, can be used but only if you wish to
create non-tacked links.
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ExampleExample

Note:Note:

The only negative out come to creating tracked mailto links is that it will open a blank browser
window/ tab on launching the new email reply, see below.
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Hidden ElementsHidden Elements
Within the design that you build within GatorCreator, it is possible to hide certain images or
elements from being displayed within the editor; see how in the example below where we have
chosen not to display the banner image.

Step OneStep One

1. Select your image.
2. Select 'Block Style'.
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Step TwoStep Two

1. Select the check box 'Hide Image'
2. Select the toggle 'Hide Hidden Elements' to visually see the responsive deigns with all
elements/ images hidden.
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PreviewPreview

Note:Note:
The block on design view is retained so you are able to reinstate at any time, however there will
be no spacing add on live preview or upon send.
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Template Restrictions – Custom TemplatesTemplate Restrictions – Custom Templates
It is possible to restrict the end user from only seeing the 'Custom Template' tab, this restricts
the user to only be able to use your own branded templates found within 'Custom Templates'.

If you would like this to be enabled please request this via support@communigator.co.uk

PreviewPreview
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Nifty Images User GuideNifty Images User Guide

Nifty ImagesNifty Images

Nifty Images is our latest plugin exclusively for use on GatorCreator email templates. It enables
you to add personalisation to images in your email campaigns, based on mapped fields from
your CRM or data held within GatorMail.

Start with your email templateStart with your email template

First you'll need to create your email template in GatorCreator. Once you've added your images,
simply click on the one you wish to personalise to begin.

1. Enables you to create an animated countdown

2. Enables you to add personalisation to your images
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Create CountdownCreate Countdown

Please note: Outlook does not support the full dynamic countdown, aPlease note: Outlook does not support the full dynamic countdown, a
static countdown that refreshes on open will showstatic countdown that refreshes on open will show

Once you've selected an area to add a countdown timer to, click 'create countdown'. A window
will pop up with the options below:

1. Select your background colour, either by adding a hex code or using the colour pallette
2. Select a font
3. Select your font size
4. Select your font colour, either by adding a hex code or using the colour pallette
5. Live preview
6. Choose 'back' to cancel
7. Once you have finished, click 'save'

Create Personalised ImageCreate Personalised Image

Once you've selected an image to personalise, click 'personalize'. A window will pop up with the
options below:

1. Change text enables you to add your copy to the image
2. Font style: select the font from the dropdown and size
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3. Text format: select alignment, fit, bold, italic or underline
4. Change colour: choose your font colour using the pallette selection tool, a hex code or

intelligent colour scheme selection based on your image, plus opacity
5. Alignment: select vertical and horizontal alignments
6. Min/Max: if you need to limit the characters in the image, you can do so here
7. Rotate/Skew: use the adjustment tools to change the angle of your text
8. Save when you're done (please note: you can't go back and edit your image futher at this(please note: you can't go back and edit your image futher at this

point)point)
9. Preview: check how your end result will look with personalisation added

10. Real time preview of your image

Preview Personalised ImagePreview Personalised Image

Preview your image with personalisation.

1. Type anything here to see it populate the image below
2. Use the randomiser to populate the field in your personalised image

When you're happy, click save

If you want to make more changes, click 'back'
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Frequently Asked Questions: Drag and DropFrequently Asked Questions: Drag and Drop
EditorEditor

1.1. Why would you "save as template" rather than copy anWhy would you "save as template" rather than copy an
existing email?existing email?

Saving an email as a template as one big benefit, any of the styles you custom created on the
right hand side on save will be populated identically back to the left hand side blocks. So when
picking a template you get the styling on your blocks.

2.2. Image too big? What and why and how to sortImage too big? What and why and how to sort

GatorCreator sets the size of your images to fit with the HTML widths, so a large image will be
resized by HTML to fit correctly. HOWEVER, if your image is large, for example greater than
600px wide, then GatorCreator shows a warning. This means the physical size of your image
may be too big and resizing will help especially on the download of the image speed. If you
know the HTML width size for the image is, for example 250px, then use the 'Edit image' section
and you can set it to 250px width and it will be resized for you and inserted back into the HTML
correctly.

3.3. Rounding images/buttons and background of textRounding images/buttons and background of text

Rounded corners is a feature of the style selection for images and buttons in GatorCreator.
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4.4. 'Apply All' on styling'Apply All' on styling

The apply all button only applies to the selected item styles. For example if you pick an image or
a button then rounded the corners, then 'Apply All' will warn you first before updating every
button or image in your design.

5.5. 'Apply to Block' on styling'Apply to Block' on styling

The apply to block function applies the selected item styling to any item of the same type in the
same block. For example, if you use the navigation block and have 3 buttons, apply to block will
update all the buttons based on the styles of the selected button item.

5.5. Lose the button style so they look like traditional hyperlinksLose the button style so they look like traditional hyperlinks

The styling on buttons can be set to look like text hyperlinks by setting the selected button
background colour and the text and underline feature. then apply to all buttons in block or all
buttons in design.

5.5. Switch caption imagesSwitch caption images

The caption image blocks allow you under the styles section to switch the images from left, right
and top and bottom as required.

6.6. Adding style around text as bordersAdding style around text as borders
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To highlight a block of text in an email you can set the background text colour of the block, add
some padding (say 10px) to all edges and then rounding the corners. This gives a good
highlighted effect.

7.7. How can I change the editorHow can I change the editor headings formats for 1-6 .....headings formats for 1-6 .....
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go back to blocks then page style, under the page propertiesgo back to blocks then page style, under the page properties

8. How do I save my email design as a template?8. How do I save my email design as a template?
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Either you can start the creation of an email from the Templates/Email Templates section of
GatorMail OR if you have created an email you can in GatorCreator under the 'Save And Exit'
button drop down and hit the 'Save as template'
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VideosVideos
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Training VideosTraining Videos

An Introduction to GatorCreatorAn Introduction to GatorCreator

Watch The Video >>>

Using GatorCreator Styled TemplatesUsing GatorCreator Styled Templates

Watch The Video >>>

Creating and Copying Templates Within GatorCreatorCreating and Copying Templates Within GatorCreator

Watch The Video >>>
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Webinar recording: Monday 5th DecemberWebinar recording: Monday 5th December
20162016

Elliott (Senior Product Specialist) demonstrates how to use the new GatorMail drag and
drop editor, GatorCreator.

Watch and learn:

• How to customise templates
• About editing content blocks
• Setting global font styles on your new template
• Adding links
• Uploading, hosting and editing images
• Best practice recommendations

Watch it here.
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